
 

The brand new Apple Logic Pro X has finally arrived with 10.3.2 update, the latest version that includes all the major updates.
The release of Logic Pro X 10.3.2 for Mac is now available to download worldwide on the App Store and is already generating
great reviews online for its usability and new features like Soundbite Matching, Smart Controls, Track Freeze etc.. Apple has
made significant improvements in Logic Pro X 10. 3.2 update including the following: - The new Numeric Keypad for quick
access to sound editing controls. For example, you can easily access the fader or insert effects like effects processors or send
MIDI controller data with 1-finger scrolling. The dedicated Numeric Keypad provides an alternate way to control the editing
functions of Logic Pro X instead of using modifier keys like previous versions. - A new dedicated piano roll display has been
added for inserting notes and for displaying note events like note on or note off. The Piano Roll can be customized to display
the musical score in several different ways. These different customizable views include Staff, Gantt, Grid, Staves, Stemless
Staves, Backgrounds and so on. - Improved MIDI editing features inside the new Touch Bar that offers easy access to the most
commonly used midi editing commands. The new MIDI editor now displays multiple lanes for viewing all notes or events within
a specific MIDI track simultaneously. This makes it easier to view notes recorded on multiple instruments quickly instead of
having to switch between them. - Apple has also introduced an improved transposition feature for incoming MIDI data. When
the transposition button is engaged in Logic Pro X 10.3. 2, the existing notes in the track are transposed by default with
incoming data. The purpose of this feature is to help in situations where musicians need to play different instruments when
playing back what is recorded when combined with the ability to change the MIDI channel, instrument and so on in real time. -
An improved sample editor has also been introduced inside Logic Pro X for Mac for controlling volume and pan across multiple
samples at once without having to switch between tracks or individual samples. This makes it easier to edit multiple samples at
once within a track. Logic Pro X 10.3. 2 for Mac is very intuitive and easy to use. - The new Smart Controls feature allows you
to control your instruments with a single finger that can be assigned to the most commonly used mixing functions on a keyboard
or MIDI controller. You can now access the faders, EQs, effects processors and more with a single finger instead of controlling
them with a mouse. - The Track Freeze feature has been enhanced so that it no longer disappears from time to time even though
the Play button is pressed. Other enhancements have been made to Logic Pro X for Mac for example, the new Piano roll display
as already mentioned enables you move notes around within a score as well as selecting keys as shown in this video here:
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